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In this lab we will be use a hash set to remove duplicate items in a text file of peoples names. In

the data folder of the starter code there are two files one containing a million lines each containing

one name and another containing ten-million lines each containing one name. In the files there are

exactly 1308 unique names. Your task in this lab is to use the provided string hash set to remove

the duplicates. You will investigate three factor relevant to the performance of your program: load

factor, hash function quality, compiler optimization.

Getting Started

First, copy the starter code over from the usual locations, and read over the API for the string set,

described using JavaDocs in string_set.h. The provided string set uses a basic non-optimized

external chaining implementation. Once you understand the API for the provided string set you

populate the main function with code to perform the duplication removal. Instead of actually

removing the duplicates we will simply count the the number of unique words in the file. Since we

don’t actually care about the list of unique names, there is no reason to save them to a file. If you

get stuck on implementing this algorithm, a solution is provided at the end of this write up.

We will be testing the performance of out program using the terminal command time. To test

the run time you can type time make run. You will be given three time values, you should record

the user values. This method of timing is not the most accurate, but it will be good enough to see

dramatic improvements.

Compiler optimization

At the start of lab we will spend some time on how to write makefile for C programs. Make sure you

should up to lab on time! Slides from this mini-lecture are available on the course website. You will

add a new rule to our existing makefile which produces an optimized binary of your code. The exact

details of the rule you will be adding can be found in the slides. After you have added the new

optimized rule, time the new optimized version with the command time make run-optimized,

and record the results.
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Hash functions

Next, take a look in the string_set.c file. At the top of the file we have defined a hash function

for strings, and it is terrible! All this hash function does is convert the first letter of the string to

an unsigned integer. Comment out this hash function and uncomment the function label “better

hash function”. The better hash functions is essentially the hash function used by Java strings.

Time the optimized version of the program with this new hash function, and record the results.

Load factor

We have been using our hash set with 1000 buckets, which gives us a load factor of close to one.

Try to rerun the program with only one bucket. This should be very slow, as it it is not getting

any benefit from the hashing. Now try bucket sizes of: 1, 10, 100, 1000, 2000, 10000. These test

should be performed using the better hash function and the optimized code.

What to turn in

Turn in a text file with your timing results, and a few sentences on improvements you saw. Name

the text file using the usual convention and turn it in to the dropbox.

Extras...

The hash function from Java is still pretty bad. If you have time, try searching the internet for a

better string hash function and implement that in place of the Java string hash. If you have any

trouble finding a function to implement, let us know.
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Solution to main.c

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include "string_set.h"

int main(void)

{

size_t bucket_count = 1000;

string_set *ss = string_set_create(bucket_count);

FILE* file = fopen("data/names_1000000.txt", "r");

if (file == NULL)

{

printf("File not found\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

size_t buffer_size = 1000;

size_t unique_words = 0;

char buffer[buffer_size];

while (fgets(buffer, buffer_size, file) != NULL)

{

if (!string_set_contains(ss, buffer))

{

string_set_add(ss, buffer);

unique_words++;

}

}

printf("Number of unique words: %zu\n", unique_words);

string_get_info(ss, stdout);

string_set_destroy(ss);

return EXIT_SUCCESS;

}
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